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ABSTRACT: A complete chain from a non-linear MHD plasma model simulation through full-11 

wave code simulations implementing synthetic conventional reflectometry is established. For this 12 

purpose, the two-dimensional full-wave code REFMUL is employed together with MHD 13 

descriptions obtained from the JOREK code. First results of the integrated modeling are presented 14 

here where a Type-I ELM crash, leading to a fast collapse of the H-mode pedestal, was taken as 15 

case-study. The REFMUL simulations were customized to implement synthetic reflectometry in 16 

conventional set-up using fixed frequency probing with O-mode waves. Posing challenging 17 

conditions for reflectometry, the Type-I ELM crash reveals some of the merits and caveats of the 18 

diagnostic technique. This work also opens up the possibility to extend modeling to other MHD 19 

or ELM studies and provide support to experimental observations with reflectometry. 20 
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1. Introduction 32 

The development of magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities determines to a great extent the 33 

properties of magnetized plasmas as well as the viability of plasma scenarios for future fusion 34 

devices. On the modelling side, the evolution of non-linear MHD instabilities is anticipated with 35 

increasing accuracy through codes such as JOREK [1,2]. JOREK allows to study large-scale 36 

MHD instabilities in tokamak configurations with X-point plasmas covering the main plasma, the 37 

scrape-off layer (SOL) and the divertor regions. JOREK non-linear simulations are able, for 38 

example, to investigate the underlying non-linear physics of Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) 39 

driven by large pressure gradients and current densities at the edge of H-mode plasmas. This 40 

includes the study of ELM crashes, ELM-free regimes, ELM pacing by pellets and magnetic 41 

kicks, and mitigation or suppression by resonant magnetic perturbation coils (RMPs). On the 42 

other hand, microwave reflectometry is an established experimental technique that has been 43 

applied to measure electron density fluctuations and profiles among other plasma parameters (e.g. 44 

see [3]). Reflectometry is thus an experimental diagnostic that has been used to characterize 45 

turbulence and MHD, while it has also found strong support in modeling activities to provide 46 

quantitative data interpretation. 47 

In this work, a simulation chain was built that allows to easily implement synthetic 48 

reflectometry diagnostics in order to simulate MHD measurements with realistic plasma models. 49 

For that purpose, outputs obtained from the non-linear MHD code JOREK were integrated into 50 

the two-dimensional full-wave code REFMUL [4] which is a well-established reflectometry code. 51 

To demonstrate the integrated modeling capabilities, the JOREK simulation of a typical Type-I 52 

ELM crash was taken as case study. A JOREK simulation that has been previously treated and 53 

well characterized in literature was chosen [5,6]. It was also taken into account that this case study 54 

was based on the characteristics of an ELM cycle observed during a plasma discharge at the 55 

ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) tokamak where an experimental ordinary mode (O-mode) reflectometry 56 

system can be used as reference for the synthetic diagnostic that was implemented [7,8]. 57 

2. Synthetic reflectometry 58 

The working principles of reflectometry are radar-like, based on time of flight or phase 59 

measurements of electromagnetic waves that are used to probe fusion plasmas. Depending on 60 
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different assumptions and approximations, one of several relations between phase fluctuations 𝛿𝜑 61 

and electron density perturbations 𝛿𝑛𝑒  can be derived (e.g. see [9]). Thus, phase measurements 62 

obtained with fixed frequency probing waves are usually devoted to measure density fluctuations. 63 

In the case of O-mode, waves are reflected at the critical electron density 𝑛𝑐 = 𝑓𝑜
2(4𝜋2휀𝑜𝑚𝑒/𝑒2) 64 

where 𝑓𝑜 is the probing frequency, 𝑒 and 𝑚𝑒 the electron charge and mass, and 휀𝑜 the permittivity 65 

of free space. 66 

The REFMUL code solves the Maxwell equations for O-mode in 2D on two staggered 67 

Cartesian grids, using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique. The electric and 68 

magnetic fields are coupled to the electron density through the current density equation. The 69 

electron density is in fact the only plasma parameter required to describe the plasma in this model. 70 

The Cartesian grids follow a spatial discretization ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 3.75 × 10−4𝑚 which is a small 71 

fraction of the probing wavelengths, where 𝑥 and 𝑦 correspond to the radial and poloidal 72 

directions in a tokamak. To ensure numerical stability, the time discretization must comply with 73 

the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, which sets ∆𝑡 = 6.25 × 10−13𝑠. For the 74 

implementation of the synthetic reflectometer, the Unidirectional Transparent Source (UTS) 75 

technique is also employed to separate emission and reception. The synthetic diagnostic was 76 

implemented operating in fixed frequency, at either fo = 24 GHz or fo = 36 GHz similarly as in the 77 

experiment. Other characteristics of the AUG reflectometer, used as reference, determined the 78 

implementation of normal incidence (at the mid-plane of the low magnetic field side), a 79 

monostatic set-up with an H-plane horn antenna, a vacuum distance of around 22 cm from the 80 

antenna mouth to the plasma entry, and beam width at half-power ≤ 5.9cm (24 GHz) or ≤ 5.2cm 81 

(36 GHz) estimated from the radiation diagram in vacuum, at the plasma cut-off distance. 82 

To obtain the in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) signals, as well as the reflectometer amplitude 83 

𝐴(𝑡) and phase 𝜑(𝑡) response from the REFMUL simulations, a method that is described in 84 

previous work was also employed here [10]. This method relies on considering the plasma frozen 85 

in the time scale of the probing wave. In fact, the time discretization employed in JOREK is 86 

usually several orders larger than in REFMUL. Thus, the approximation is valid and each plasma 87 

“snapshot” obtained from JOREK can be probed until a stationary response is obtained in 88 

REFMUL runs. 89 

3. Coupling of JOREK and REFMUL codes 90 

JOREK is a fully implicit non-linear extended MHD code that has become widely used to 91 

study large-scale plasma instabilities in realistic tokamak geometries. For a comprehensive review 92 

of the code details and capabilities, please see [2]. To integrate JOREK and REFMUL a set of 93 

requirements must be met while a few features also require some attention. A cylindrical 94 

coordinate system is used in JOREK that allows for flux-surface aligned iso-parametric finite 95 

element grids. The poloidal plane is discretized with 2D Bezier finite elements. Inside each of the 96 

finite elements another local coordinate system is employed. The first requirement to meet is the 97 

REFMUL spatial resolution. For that purpose, the JOREK data can be simply extracted by 98 

evaluating the finite element basis on the requested Cartesian grid positions. 99 

JOREK also uses a fully implicit time stepping and an iterative solver. When the dynamics 100 

become very non-linear, the preconditioner is less accurate and convergence deteriorates such 101 

that the time step needs to be reduced. This results in non-regular time sampling of JOREK plasma 102 

quantities. For the REFMUL simulations, this is not taken into account before the 𝐼(𝑡), 𝑄(𝑡), 103 

𝐴(𝑡) and 𝜑(𝑡) signals are reconstructed. It is only after obtaining the synthetic reflectometry 104 
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signals that these are interpolated into a regular time series, for instance prior to any spectral 105 

analysis of the signals. 106 

According to the method used to reconstruct the I/Q time series, from the REFMUL 107 

simulations, reflectometry responses must be obtained for both the fully perturbed plasma 108 

𝑛𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑛𝑒0(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝛿𝑛𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) and the background (or base) plasma 𝑛𝑒0(𝑥, 𝑦) at each time 109 

instance [10]. While JOREK provides directly the data of total electron density, the background 110 

base plasma 𝑛𝑒0(𝑥, 𝑦) is computed in this work by point-wise averaging over 40 time-neighboring 111 

density maps obtained from JOREK. The variable time stepping used in JOREK implies that this 112 

averaging does not correspond to a constant time value, but to averaging in a range of [0.15 - 0.5] 113 

ms, depending on the ELM dynamics. 114 

Regarding the size of the poloidal cross-section, it is usually sufficient to use a smaller 115 

Region of Interest (ROI) rather than the whole JOREK domain for the REFMUL simulations. In 116 

the left panel of Fig. 1 the actual ROI used in this work in the selected poloidal plane is shown. 117 

The JOREK data is retrieved in the equatorial LFS, bounded by the AUG cylindrical coordinate 118 

values Z = [-0.1, 0.1] m, and R = [2.12, 2.17] m. This ROI corresponds to a 2D Cartesian grid of 119 

135×535 points using the required REFMUL spatial resolution. Note that the real aspect ratio 120 

was not kept in Fig. 1.  It can also be seen from this figure that the Cartesian grid can be 121 

incomplete, if some Cartesian grid points are outside of the JOREK domain. In addition, the 122 

JOREK density data at the boundary of the JOREK domain does not vanishes completely but has 123 

some finite minimum value. Both kinds of abrupt changes in the medium could result in artificial 124 

phase jumps as waves propagate from the vacuum to the plasma and back. To overcome this issue, 125 

an exponential decay of the plasma density is included from each outer point of the radial density 126 

profiles using an additional extension of 80 grid points in the radial direction. This is also 127 

displayed in Fig. 1, on the right panel, where the density profile at the middle poloidal position is 128 

shown after pre-processing JOREK data for REFMUL integration. It should be noted that the data 129 

is reversed in the radial direction and that perfectly matched layers (PML) are used for optimized 130 

boundary conditions at the edge of the simulation grid. An average radial profile computed as 131 

discussed previously (𝑛𝑒̅̅ ̅ = 𝑛𝑒0) is also displayed together with the corresponding critical density 132 

layers of the probing frequencies that were employed in this work. 133 

 134 

Figure 1. Left: Example of electron density map obtained directly from JOREK on the selected ROI of 

the poloidal plane. Right: Part of radial cut on data processed for REFMUL integration showing regions 

of vacuum, exponential decay, JOREK data itself (ne) and PMLs. Data for the computed background 

plasma 𝑛𝑒̅̅ ̅ is also shown where critical density layers for two probing frequencies are indicated. 
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4. The Type-I ELM case 135 

The non-linear development of a single Type-I ELM has been simulated with JOREK. The 136 

simulation was based on the typical kinetic profiles measured experimentally, just before the ELM 137 

crash, on the peeling-ballooning unstable discharge #33616 on AUG at t=7.2s. Details on the 138 

simulation and experimental analysis can be found, in [5] and [6], respectively. The ELM crash 139 

obtained with the simulation occurs in a time period of about 2 ms, leading to a thermal energy 140 

loss of about 2.5% and to 7% of particles being lost across the separatrix. The duration of the 141 

ELM crash and particle losses display a good agreement with the several ELM cycles that were 142 

considered experimentally. Additional simulations with fully realistic parallel heat conductivity 143 

resulted in thermal energy losses of 7-8% more consistent with experimental observations [2]. 144 

However, a direct comparison with experiments is not envisaged in this work, for which the 145 

original simulation treated here will be sufficient. It is also important to note that the inter-ELM 146 

phases have not been investigated with this simulation. 147 

The time interval of the JOREK simulation that was considered here (-0.25 ms < t-tELM < 148 

+2.50 ms, using the ELM onset time tELM as reference) corresponds to about 1130 snapshots of 149 

density maps. The spatial structure of the ELM shows that toroidal mode numbers n = 3-5 are 150 

dominant during the crash, which is in good agreement with experimental observations. Density 151 

structures observed in the LFS mid-plane appear to move upwards, in the electron diamagnetic 152 

drift direction. The average amplitude of density structures evolving during the ELM is in the 153 

range of 5-30% according to Fig. 2 where the average 〈𝛿𝑛𝑒/𝑛𝑒〉 profile is shown (red curve) as 154 

computed directly from the JOREK data along the whole ELM crash period at the antenna on-155 

axis line of sight. The average density perturbation level displays one maximum inside the 156 

separatrix. Using the average density profile (black curve) to locate the radial position of critical 157 

density layers,  it is found that for the probing frequencies fo = 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz the average 158 

perturbation levels at the corresponding cut-off layers (𝑛𝑐 = 0.71 × 1019m-3 and 𝑛𝑐 = 1.61 × 159 

1019m-3, respectively) are of 18% and 27%. Note that individual density structures may display 160 

local 𝛿𝑛𝑒/𝑛𝑒 levels over 100%.  161 

The evolution of the radial position and of the local density gradient length (𝐿𝑛) at the cut-off 162 

density layers is shown in Fig. 3. 163 

Figure 2. Average density profile (black) and average density perturbation level profile (red) computed 

at the central axis of the antenna using the full set of the ELM crash data. Perturbation levels at the 

radial locations of the corresponding critical density layers of selected probing frequencies are marked. 
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 164 

The behavior of both parameters is somewhat similar for the two probing frequencies, with 165 

a fast development of intermittent radial displacements of the order of 1cm and the existence of 166 

periods where the gradients become much more shallow indicated by longer density gradient 167 

lengths.  168 

Having looked at the ELM evolution directly from JOREK data, REFMUL simulations were 169 

then run independently for each density map obtained from JOREK, according to the method 170 

previously mentioned [10].  Each REFMUL run consisted of 120 thousand time-iteration points. 171 

Reflectometry time sequences were then built subsequently by sampling each REFMUL output 172 

data at the 90.000th iteration point, well into the stationary response regimes established at each 173 

REFMUL run. Two different sets of REFMUL simulations were performed, considering the 174 

operation of the synthetic diagnostic at fo = 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz. The I/Q reflectometry data 175 

reconstructed from REFMUL simulations are displayed in Fig. 4. The I/Q plots display a large 176 

scatter in the data, together with large amplitude variations. It is thus not surprising that after 177 

reconstructing the corresponding phase signals, rapid variations and phase runaway effects are 178 

observed, as displayed in Fig. 5. 179 

 180 

 181 

Figure 4. Scatter plot of synthetic reflectometry I/Q signals during the Type-I ELM crash for cases of fo 

= 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz probing frequencies. 

Figure 3. Evolution of radial displacement (left) and density gradient length (right) at the cut-off critical 

density layers of selected probing frequencies. 
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 182 

The distributions of phase increments, ranging between -𝜋 and +𝜋 between consecutive time 183 

samples, obtained from the same set of phase signals are also displayed in Fig. 6. 184 

 185 

The time traces of reconstructed reflectometry signals reveal that detrimental effects on the 186 

phase occur earlier and are more severe for the case of fo = 36 GHz probing frequency. In this 187 

case, the consecutive phase variations also display a broader distribution, of higher kurtosis, 188 

where large phase increments becoming more likely than in the lowest probing frequency case. 189 

This is likely related to the fact that at the corresponding critical density layers the perturbations 190 

are of larger amplitude for fo = 36 GHz, as it was previously shown in Fig. 2.  191 

This phase behavior is typical of non-linear regimes of reflectometry, in particular when 192 

moderate to high turbulence levels are considered in the conventional set-up [11]. In this case, 193 

phase runaway effects are observed in both 𝛿𝜑(𝑡) and 𝜑𝑝(𝑡) corresponding to density 194 

perturbations and unperturbed density profile contributions, respectively. The latter might be 195 

Figure 5. Time traces of synthetic reflectometry phase signals during the Type-I ELM crash for cases of 

fo = 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz probing frequencies. The full reconstructed phase is shown along with the 

phase perturbation 𝛿𝜑(𝑡) and background 𝜑𝑝(𝑡) components. 

Figure 6. Histograms of phase increments from synthetic reflectometry during the Type-I ELM crash 

for cases of fo = 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz probing frequencies. 
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related to large scale structures that remain important even after the averaging performed to obtain 196 

the background density data. Nevertheless, the phase artifacts seem uncorrelated with the local 197 

changes in the gradient scale length shown previously in Fig. 3. The data suggests that non-198 

linearity occurs due to the large amplitude of density structures evolving during the ELM crash, 199 

similarly to what is expected from high turbulence levels [12]. 200 

A spectral analysis comparison can also be made between the REFMUL reflectometry 201 

signals and the time evolution of the electron density obtained directly from JOREK data at the 202 

radial location of the corresponding critical layers. While remaining a simplified treatment, 203 

instead of taking a point-wise observation, estimated spot sizes were considered to obtain the time 204 

evolution 〈𝑛𝑒〉(𝑡) by spatial averaging JOREK data over the area of a given spot size. Different 205 

spectra obtained from REFMUL synthetic homodyne data and JOREK data, are shown in Fig. 7 206 

where the frequency axis has been normalized using the sampling frequency fs=595 kHz 207 

employed to interpolate the irregular time series.  208 

 The REFMUL spectra are broad and flat in the low frequency range (i.e. large scales) which 209 

is a characteristic of experimental observations with different diagnostics (reflectometry and 210 

magnetics, for instance) during ELM crashes. The spectra of 〈𝑛𝑒〉(𝑡) obtained directly from 211 

JOREK reveals some structure which is not recovered by the synthetic diagnostic. 212 

REFMUL spectra rolls-over above a given frequency value, as in the case of JOREK, with 213 

approximately constant slope or spectral index. It appears that for the case of fo = 36 GHz the 214 

“knee” occurs at a higher value, which is not evident from JOREK data. However, it does appear 215 

that the spectral content of the JOREK data has higher power in this range, than in the case 216 

corresponding to fo = 24 GHz. This also seems to be the case for REFMUL data. Hence, despite 217 

the likely saturated regime occurring in the low frequency range, which may be unpractical, the 218 

diagnostic appears to still retain some sensitivity at higher frequencies. 219 

5. Conclusions 220 

A workflow to carry out full-wave simulations using the REFMUL code and JOREK non-linear 221 

MHD simulations has been successfully established. A Type-I ELM crash simulation obtained 222 

from JOREK, reproducing experimental conditions at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, was 223 

considered for the first case study of REFMUL simulations with integrated JOREK data. The 224 

Type-I ELM crash offers challenging conditions for reflectometry, displaying average density 225 

Figure 7. Left: Spectra of  〈𝑛𝑒〉(𝑡) computed directly from JOREK data using critical layer and spot 

size information of fo = 24 GHz and fo = 36 GHz probing frequencies. Right: Spectra of the 

corresponding synthetic reflectometry quadrature (Q) signals obtained from REFMUL simulations. 
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perturbation levels of up to 30%. Reflectometry signals were retrieved displaying strong spectral 226 

broadening and phase runaway effects, as typically observed with experimental diagnostics. This 227 

work opens up the possibility to extend the understanding of MHD phenomena to other ELM 228 

studies (e.g. inter-ELM phases) using a complete chain from non-linear MHD to full-wave 229 

simulations of synthetic reflectometry. 230 
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